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With Contino Ξ12, LEICHT is extending the Collection 2023, in which different planning scenarios are 

presented, with a new, handle-less kitchen front in a thickness of 12 mm and the finest handcrafted 

quality. Available with a lacquer finish or in aluminium, the slender front rounds off different styles of 

room with an elegant design language and architecturally clear lines. Thanks to the reduced material 

thickness, Contino Ξ12 is compelling not only visually thanks to the high-quality appearance of its 

handle-less surface, but also in terms of its feel in direct comparison to thicker standard fronts. The 

new product is graceful, shapely and elegant, and represents a stylistic extension of the architectural 

brand’s aesthetic and technical expertise in the design and implementation of handle-less kitchens. 

Through the deliberate reduction of materials, Contino Ξ12 maximises a classy appearance in the 

kitchen living space. 

With a material thickness of 12 mm, Contino Ξ12 helps create an extremely delicate kitchen architecture and lends the handle-less 
kitchen a very clean and attractive aesthetic. Photo: P. Schumacher/ LEICHT

Contino Ξ12 – a new, slim-line front with handcrafted quality 

Handle-less kitchens are visually defined by their linearity – they emphasise the horizontal, the length of 

a kitchen unit in a two-dimensional space. The slender 12 mm material thickness of Contino Ξ12 now 

picks up a third spatial dimension: a look at the upper front edge reveals particularly clear and reduced

Collection 2023 | Contino Ξ12 

The slender 12 mm line for an extra delicate front design
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architectural lines. This formal linearity is underpinned by the choice of materials. Available in the 15 

exclusive matt lacquer Les Couleurs® Le Corbusier colours, as well as in all RAL and NCS colours in matt 

lacquer and the LEICHT aluminium surface ALURO with chamfered edges in silver, oxide titanium and 

oxide bronze, the result is a harmonious composition of form and surface. In combination with the dark 

carcase interior colour carbon grey, which is used not only on the inside of the units but also in the pull-out 

system, the result is a consistent overall appearance on the inside and outside. 

Contino Ξ12 is a new type of surface concept that meets the aesthetic demands of the kitchen manufac-

turer in its simplicity and radiates modern, high quality when the furniture is opened. 

Cubic kitchen reaching for the sky – ICONIC shelving system meets the slender Contino Ξ12 front   

An elementary component of this kitchen design is the new ICONIC open shelving system, installed di-

rectly on a free-standing room-in-room cube, here in bergamo elm. ICONIC embodies the symbiosis of 

visionary planning and expertise with a special focus on materials, which can be traced back to LEICHT’s 

tradition of expertise. A decisive detail is revealed at the side of the shelving system: the vertical shelf 

sides stand at a minimum distance of 5 cm from the wall. An LED strip light runs along the back of these 

shelf sides, visually highlighting the extensive back panel. The deliberately staged indirect light ensures 

the new ICONIC shelving system has a three-dimensional effect. 

The understanding of space is completely suspended and put together in a completely new way in this 

exemplary planning scenario from LEICHT: while architectural boundaries are usually oriented towards 

fixed walls, this future-oriented design primarily focuses on the ICONIC shelving system as well as a 

free-standing and walk-in cube. This room-in-room concept from LEICHT is the structural centrepiece that 

not only makes its mark visually but, as a functional utility room, also offers clever storage space at the 

same time. Designed as a ceiling-high soloist from the TOPOS real wood surface programme in bergamo 

elm, this piece will draw your eyes upwards, while the kitchen and cooking take place all around. 

Starting directly from the room-in-room, a generous island projects into the open-plan living area and, as a 

contrast to the vertical cube rising upwards, determines the horizontal lines. This is where the new, slim-

line Contino Ξ12 front with an ALURO surface comes in. Its unique material thickness of 12 mm and its 

chamfered aluminium edge support the reduced linearity of the overall scenario.
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As you open the unit elements that run continuously around the island block, you will once more find the 

new M8 pull-out system and the carcase interior colour carbon grey, which ideally complement the ma-

terial properties of the aluminium. 

Preview Press Images

Visionary planning scenario: with the architecturally influenced 
collection 2023, LEICHT once again redefines the traditional un-
derstanding of kitchen and space. Photo: P. Schumacher/LEICHT 

LEICHT’s interior design makes it possible to design spaces with 
unit elements. Access can be planned either with sliding doors or 
access doors in the same material. Photo: P. Schumacher/LEICHT 

An LED strip light runs along the back of the shelf sides, creating a 
three-dimensional effect with the intentional use of indirect light. 
Photo: P. Schumacher/LEICHT 

The handle-less fronts made of high-quality materials make for a 
clear ambience that is both elegant and discreet. Photo: P. Schu-
macher/LEICHT 
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Thanks to the reduced material thickness, Contino Ξ12 is compel-
ling not only visually thanks to the high-quality appearance of its 
handle-less surface, but also in terms of its feel in comparison to 
thicker standard fronts. Photo: P. Schumacher/LEICHT 

With its delicate, shapely and elegant expression, the surface, 
which is only 12 mm thick, corresponds to LEICHT’s high aes-
thetic standards. Photo: P. Schumacher/LEICHT 

Functional and living space are conceived as an entity in this open 
plan. Photo: P. Schumacher/LEICHT 

Well organised with practical storage: the functional storage sys-
tems in walnut have been perfected down to the last detail and 
bring order to the drawer interiors. Photo: P. Schumacher/LEICHT 
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The reduced material thickness 
of the front is consistently cont-
inued in the M8 pull-out system. 
The filigree elegance of the metal 
sides, which are only 8 mm thick, 
is enhanced by the stylish shade 
of carbon grey. Photo: P. Schuma-
cher/ LEICHT 

Functional and homely elements 
are organised around the gene-
rous architectural cube. Photo: P. 
Schumacher/ LEICHT 

There is plenty of storage spa-
ce as well as interior drawers in 
carbon grey behind the real wood 
surfaces of the cube from the 
LEICHT programme TOPOS in 
bergamo elm. Photo: P. Schuma-
cher/ LEICHT 

A free-standing, walk-in cube and 
an immediately adjacent island 
block characterise the open-plan 
kitchen and living space design. 
The combination of cool, techni-
cal and warm materials creates 
pleasant contrasts. Photo: P. 
Schumacher/LEICHT 

High-rise: the imposing architectu-
ral cube offers a generous surface 
for the new open shelving system 
ICONIC. Photo: P. Schumacher/
LEICHT 

A minimum distance of 5 cm bet-
ween shelf sides and wall as well 
as skilfully placed LED strips en-
sure graphic accentuation. Photo: 
P. Schumacher/LEICHT 

Thank you in advance for sending us a courtesy copy on publication.

LEICHT Press Area: leicht.com/press
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James Hopper
0771 8226 723
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